AI can predict personality

In the near future, when you apply for a job or join a new team at work, a machine, rather than a human, may assess your personality traits to see if you are suitable. Read more

Scourge of pressure injuries
Routinely collected management data from residential aged care facilities may be underutilised in the detection and monitoring of pressure injuries, one of the key clinical quality indicators identified by the Federal Department of Ageing and Aged Care. Read more

Genomic connections

The successful implementation of genomics into healthcare relies on the engagement of multidisciplinary teams including researchers, clinicians, policy-makers, consumers and providers. The Australian Genomics Health Alliance needed to know how effective their efforts had been in building networks. Read more in BMC Medicine
Publications of interest

- **Coping with more people with more illness. Part 1**: the nature of the challenge and the implications for safety and quality
- **Coping with more people with more illness. Part 2**: new generation of standards for enabling healthcare system transformation and sustainability
- **Determinants of health and wellbeing in refractory epilepsy and surgery**: the Patient Reported, ImpleMentation sciEnce (PRIME) model
- **Compliance with ethical standards in the reporting of donor sources** and ethics review in peer-reviewed publications involving organ transplantation in China: a scoping review
- **On algorithms, machines, and medicine**

What's the latest in Qualitative Research?

**Qualitative Research in Healthcare — Modern Methods, Clear Translation: A White Paper**

*Are you seeking new inspiration for your research? This White Paper is a valuable resource for all research communities. Professor Frances Rapport and colleagues showcase qualitative research techniques, take a fresh look at popular methodologies and shine a spotlight on innovative case studies. Access a copy [here](#).*

NHMRC Centres of Research

Visit our NHMRC research centres for updates.

- **NHMRC Partnership Centre for Health System Sustainability**
- **NHMRC Centre of Research Excellence in Implementation Science in Oncology**
- **NHMRC Centre of Research Excellence in Digital Health**

Visit our website aihi.mq.edu.au
The Australian Institute of Health Innovation (AIHI) at Macquarie University conducts world-class research with national and international research communities, governments, policymakers, providers of health services, managers, clinicians, patients and the community. Our work underpins health reforms and systems improvement, providing new tools, perspectives and evidence to help stakeholders who are interested in making the health system more effective, efficient and productive. Our overarching aim is to produce new, high quality research evidence to support change, prevention and improvement.